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LOGIC PROGRAMMING WITH EQUATIONS 
MAARTEN H. VAN EMDEN AND KEITARO YUKAWA* 
D This paper is a contribution to the amalgamation of logic programming (as 
embodied in PROLOG) and functional programming (as embodied in 
languages like SASL, KRC, HOPE, or in dialects of LISP like LISPKIT LISP or 
SCHEME). We investigate how equational rewriting, which we assume is an 
adequate model for functional programming, can be performed within the 
context of logic programming. The equational program plus the standard 
equality axioms (reflexivity, symmetry, transitivity, and substitutivity) is our 
standard of correctness: we regard it as a logic specification from which the 
result of any evaluation must be a logical consequence. Although the 
standard equality axioms plus the equations formally qualify as a PROLOG 
program, their use as such is computationally infeasible because the SLD- 
resolution search space contains many refutations yielding useless answers 
and many infinite branches. To obtain feasible evaluations conforming to 
our standard of correctness, we investigate two approaches: the interpreta- 
tional one and the compilational one. In the interpretational approach we 
use as logic program the equations themselves, but replace the standard 
axioms of equality by suitably chosen logical consequences having the 
property that the PROLOG interpreter mimics equational rewriting without 
search. In the compilational approach we obtain an efficient PROLOG 
program by translating the equations to a set of Horn clauses not involving 
equality and discarding the equality axioms altogether. We prove cor- 
rectness for both approaches. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Declarative programming promises increased programmer productivity and the 
possibility to exploit parallelism on a large scale. Although progress continues 
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towards realization of this potential, it is hampered by the fact that declarative 
programming is based on two mutually exclusive methods: functional programming 
and logic programming. 
In functional programming, the central concept is the evaluation of an expres- 
sion. We consider LISP (in its dialects such as LISPKIT LISP [19] or SCHEME [38]), SASL 
[41], and KRC [42] as representatives of functional programming. In logic program- 
ming, the central concept is the proof of a restricted form of theorem from a theory 
(program) consisting of positive Horn clauses. PROLOG plays in logic program- 
ming the role analogous to the one played by LISP in functional programming. 
In programming style, PROLOG and LISP have certain aspects in common, but 
are otherwise quite different and complementary. This makes it an attractive 
prospect to have functional and logic programming available in a single language 
with the same attractive semantics that pure PROLOG and pure LISP have. Many 
authors have addressed themselves to this issue. 
In the literature on the amalgamation of logic programming and functional 
programming, three approaches may be distinguished: 
(1) combination of logic programming and LISP, 
(2) use of (conditional) rewrite rules with unification, 
(3) use of extended unification. 
An example of (1) is LOGLISP, designed by (J. A.) Robinson and Sibert [35]. It is a 
prOgIXmming language amalgamating LOGIC and LISP. LOGIC is a logic program- 
ming system implemented in LISP. In LOGLISP, the user can invoke LOGIC from LISP 
and vice versa. A feature of this system is that LISP variables are distinct from logic 
variables. 
Darlington et al. [8] proposed a functional language which uses unification and 
set abstraction to obtain the effect of logical variables. Fribourg [14] and Dershowitz 
and Plaisted [9] proposed programming languages that unify logic programming and 
functional programming by using conditional rewrite rules. Reddy [32] investigated 
operational semantics of languages in this category. In these papers relations are 
treated as truth-valued functions, so that the effect of SLD resolution of logic 
programming can be obtained by equational deduction. Our approach is the 
opposite: we treat equation-based computation (i.e. reduction and narrowing) as a 
special case (where the theory contains equality axioms) of SLD resolution. We do 
this because we want the amalgamation to profit from PROLOG implementation 
techniques. 
To us, the most interesting approach to the amalgamation of functional program- 
ming and logic programming is the use of extended unification. Our source for this 
approach is Colmerauer [6], who replaced unification in PROLOG II by equation 
solving over a domain of infinite trees. Later he extended his method to deal with 
other relations, e.g., inequality [7]. van Emden and Lloyd [12] showed that PROLOG 
II can be regarded as a logic programming language. Kornfeld [27], Barbuti et al. 
[2], Subrahmanyam and You [39], Tamaki [40], and Dincbas and Vanhentenryck 
[lo] attempted to incorporate extended unification into logic programming. Jaffar 
et al. [24] and Gallier and Raatz [16] did a theoretical study on extended unification 
in the context of logic programming. Goguen and Meseguer [18] proposed EQLOG, a 
language based on Horn clauses with equality. This language has a logical semantics 
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and subsumes more ad hoc proposals mentioned above. Our method is inspired by 
EQLOG. An advantage of our approach is that, since we treat equation solving as a 
special case of SLD resolution, we can dispense with separate inference rules for 
equality, such as narrowing. In this way solving equations and solving other goals 
have the same status with regard to the inference mechanism. Another advantage is 
that in our system the equality axioms have the status of a user program, so that it is 
easier to deal with other equality axioms or axioms for other binary relations such 
as inequality and partial orderings. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we define some notions used in the literature on term rewriting 
systems and in this paper. For more detailed descriptions, see Huet and Oppen [21], 
Huet [22], or Hullot [23]. 
We assume that a certain first-order language for equational theories is given. 
Let M and N be terms, and t be an occurrence of a subterm of M. We denote 
by’ M[t + N] the term obtained from M by substituting the term N for that 
occurrence t. 
A set E of equations can be used as a term rewriting system iff for all equations 
M = N in E, all the variables occurring in N occur in M. Let E be a term rewriting 
system. The reduction relation +E associated with E is defined on the set of all 
terms as follows: For all terms M and N, M +E N iff there exist 
(1) an equation M’ = N’ in E, 
(2) an occurrence t of a subterm of M, 
(3) a substitution 8, 
such that t is M’8 and N is M[t + N’fl]. 
The narrowing relation *E associated with E is defined on the set of terms as 
follows. Equations e, and e2 are said each to be a variant of the other iff there are 
substitutions 19, and 8, such that e,8, is e2 and e,8, is e,. For all terms M and N, 
M *E N iff there exist 
(1) a variant 44’ = N’ of an equation in E such that it has no variables in 
common with M, 
(2) an occurrence t of a nonvariable subterm of M, 
(3) a unifier 8 of t and M’, 
such that N is MB[tB + N’8]. For example, if E = (0 + x = x, s(x) + y = s(x + y)}, 
then u + 0 is not in the domain of -+E and u + 0 jE 0. For ground terms, 
reduction and narrowing coincide. 
Let +$ be the transitive-reflexive closure of jE. A term M is an E-canonical 
(or E-normal) term iff there is no term N such that M +E N. For all terms M and 
N, N is an E-canonical form of M iff N is E-canonical and M-g N. We omit the 
prefix E- when the term rewriting system is apparent from the context. 
‘Note that t is an occurrence of a term, not the term itself. In this paper a more stringent notation for 
occurrences (such as access paths) is not needed. 
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+e is Noetherian or terminating iff for all terms M, there is no infinite reduction 
sequence M +E MI +e . - . +E M,, +E - . . . The relation +E is confluent iff for 
all terms M, N, P, P +; M and P +i N imply that there is a term Q such that 
M+gQ and N+g Q. A term rewriting system E is said to be Noetherian 
(confluent) iff -)E is Noetherian (confluent), respectively. A Noetherian and 
confluent term rewriting system is said to be canonical. 
The following facts show the importance of confluence and the Noetherian 
property of term rewriting systems. 
Fact 2.1. Let E be a Noetherian term rewriting system. Then for all terms M, any 
reduction sequence starting from M leads to a canonical form of M. 
Fact 2.2. Let E be a confluent term rewriting system. Then for all terms M, a 
canonical form of M, if it exists, is unique. 
Fact 2.3. Let E be a Noetherian and conJuent term rewriting system. Then for all 
terms M, any reduction sequence starting from M leads to the unique canonical form 
of M. 
Both confluence and the Noetherian property are undecidable properties of term 
rewriting systems. Confluent term rewriting systems need not be Noetherian, as the 
following example shows. 
Consider the following set of equations defining infinite lists of integers and the 
two pair-decomposition operators. 
E = {int(x) = cons(x,int(s(x))) 
, car(cons(x, y)) = x 
, cdr(cons( x, y)) = y 
1. 
As there are no variables in a right-hand side that do not appear in the correspond- 
ing left-hand side, E can be used as a term rewriting system. Moreover, it is 
confluent, as can be shown by means of a sufficient condition due to Huet [22]. It is 
not Noetherian: there is an infinite reduction sequence: 
int(0) -+s cons(O,int(s(O))) +a cons(O,cons(s(O),int(s(s(O))))) -+E .e.. 
3. THF ROLE OF EQUALITY IN LOGIC PROGRAMMING 
Equality plays such a special role in reasoning that to many researchers it seems 
preferable to incorporate it into the inference mechanism of resolution. (e.g., Plotkin 
[31], (G.) Robinson and Wos [33], (J.A.) Robinson [34], Sibert [36]). A well-known 
example of this approach is the paramodulation strategy of (G.) Robinson and Wos 
[33]. It is a single inference rule for the equality relation which, when combined with 
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resolution, provides a complete set of inference rules for first-order logic with 
equality. 
Kowalski [28], on the other hand, preferred to regard equality as a relation to be 
treated like any other. The theory should then contain equality axioms. He com- 
pared the search spaces of paramodulation with hyperresolution using explicit 
equality axioms, concluding that the latter alternative gives rise to a smaller search 
space. 
Before the advent of logic programmin g, it was quite common to include the 
standard equality axioms in the sentences to be refuted by resolution. One of the 
reasons why logic programming succeeded where other resolution theorem proving 
had failed (namely to find a practical application) was that in logic programming 
equality was avoided like the plague. To appreciate the complexity of the search 
space that can arise in the presence of the standard equality axioms, consider the 
following example. 
Example 3.2. Let Eq be the standard equality axioms in the presence of the 
unary functor “s ” (successor) and the infix binary functor “ + ” (addition): 
Eq= {x=x+ 031) 
7 x=yty=x (EQ) 
) x=z+x=y, y=z (W) 
7 s(x)=s(y)+x=y ( w) 
;. 
X1+X2.=Yl+Y2+Xl=Y1, x,=y, (Ed 





Note that we regard an equation as a Horn clause, using Kowalski’s notation. 
Suppose that s(0) + 0 is to be “evaluated”, i.e., a substitution B = {x/t } is to be 
found such that 
EquEI=(s(O)+O=x)6’ 
using SLD resolution. There are many answers, some of which are not informative, 
such as {x/s(O) + 0} and { x/s(O + O)}. Typically, the user wants x to be instanti- 
ated to a canonical form of s(O) + 0. However, canonical forms have no special 
status in the SLD-refutation procedure, so that the user can do no better than to 
force the procedure to generate answers until a canonical form is encountered. But 
the SLD-resolution search space of Eq u E u { 6 s(O) + 0 = x} has not only many 
refutations yielding useless answers, but also many infinite branches. Consider one 
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of the many SLD refutations of Eq U E U { + s(0) + 0 = x}: 
+ s(0) + 0 = x 
(Eq3)1 
+s(O)+O=y,, yl=x 
(E2) I(L.,/~ + 0)) 




+ 0 + 0 =y4, S(Y4) =x 
(Eq311 
+- 0 + 0 ‘Y5, Y5 =y4, J(Y‘A =x 
(El) ~i.04 
+- 0 =y4, S(Y4) = x 
(E&d} 
+- s(0) = x 
(Eql)l( v’s(O)1 
0 
This refutation has eight resolution steps in a large search space. To conclude our 
discussion of Example 3.1, we note that when a term to be rewritten contains 
variables, the effect of narrowing rather than reduction is obtained. 
Logic programming became the first practical application of resolution theorem 
proving by showing how to write axioms leading to small search spaces for SLD 
resolution. One important method was to avoid the need for equality axioms. For 
example, instead of the equational logic program Eq U E above, a logic programmer 
would write 
P = {plus(O, x,0) + 
,plus(.+), Y,+))+Pwx, Y, 4 
This is logically equivalent to E when augmented with the sentence 
An evaluation of s(O) + 0 can be done by the SLD refutation of P U { + 
Pwm,o,x)), which takes only two steps. Moreover, the entire search space 
consists of this single short derivation. 
In the early years of logic programming, no attention was paid to a possible role 
for equality. After all, avoiding equality had been an important part of its recipe for 
success. It was therefore an important event when Colmerauer introduced PROLOG 
II, replacing the unification of the resolution step by solving a set of equations over 
trees [6]. According to one interpretation [12] of Colmerauer’s method, the desired 
inconsistency is proved by solving a suitable set of equations. “Suitable” sets are 
generated by the logic program in much the same way as strings of a formal 
language are generated by a Chomsky generative grammar. Execution of a logic 
program then consists of an interleaving of two activities: generating suitable sets of 
equations and solving them. 
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4. THE ROLE OF EQUATIONS IN FUNCTIONAL PROGRAMMING 
A program in a functional programming language typically consists of a set of 
junction de$nitions, expressions intended by the user of the language to define and 
name functions to be computed. Computation in these functional programming 
languages consists in evaluation of terms. The fact that a term is equal to its value 
suggests the use of equations for defining functions. 
The first functional programming language was McCarthy’s LISP [29]. In LISP, a 
program is a set of function definitions. A function is defined over a domain of 
symbolic expressions (“S-expressions”). McCarthy gives five elementary functions: 
atom, eq, car, cdr, cons. He then claims that all computable functions over 
S-expressions can be defined by these five elementary functions with help of 
composition, conditional expressions, and recursive function definition. Equations 
are only used in an informal metalanguage for defining functions. These equations 
are first-order equations over S-expressions. Although actual function definitions 
use a different notation based on the h-calculus, using the “pseudofunction” dejine, 
they can be regarded as equations. 
Later functional programming languages, such as FP [l], HOPE [3], KRC [42], 
followed LISP to the extent that a program in each of these languages consists of a 
set of function definitions, a function being defined over a domain of heterogeneous 
objects, using primitive functions, composition, analogues of conditional expres- 
sions, and recursive function definitions. Contrary to LISP, programs in these 
languages use equations to define functions. 
An important observation here is that the functions definable in these functional 
programming languages are expressible in terms of first-order equational ogic (e.g., 
Cartwright and McCarthy [4], Goguen and Tardo [17], Hoffmann and O’Donnell 
[20], O’Donnell [30]). Goguen and Tardo [17] and O’Donnell [30] showed that a 
functional programming language can be based on first-order equational ogic rather 
than on an ad hoc formalism specifically tailored for the language. 
When a set of equations can be used as a term rewriting system, we can directly 
compute with it by using an equation as a rewrite rule (Goguen and Tardo [17], 
Huet and Oppen [21,22], O’Donnell [30]). The use of equational logic as a 
formalism for functional programming is made possible through two aspects: its 
model theory provides for declarative use of equations, and its rewrite rules provide 
for procedural use of equations. 
5. EQUATIONS AS A BRIDGE BETWEEN FUNCTIONAL AND 
LOGIC PROGRAMMING 
The viewpoint taken by Colmerauer and by van Emden and Lloyd suggests away of 
unifying logic programming with equation-based computation by allowing one to 
vary the equality axioms used in solving Colmerauer’s equations. It suggests further 
extensions of logic programming by allowing theories in the role of the equality 
theory that specify other relations (e.g., Colmerauer [7]), in fact anything for which a 
useful special-purpose problem-solving method is available. 
One of our starting points toward such unification, as explained in Section 4, is 
the observation that in some functional programming languages, functions are 
defined by equations. In languages uch as OBJ [l&17] and the equational program- 
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ming language of O’Donnell [30], a program is a certain set of first-order equations 
that admits efficient computation by means of reduction. Thus, computation is 
accomplished by a specialized equational deduction. This observation suggests a 
first way of unifying functional programming and logic programming: to evaluate 
expressions using SLD resolution instead of reduction-that is, to use SLD resolu- 
tion for showing 
EquEt=Yx.t=x, 
where Eq is a set of equality axioms, E a set of equations (i.e., an equational 
program), and t a term to be evaluated; and for finding a substitution instantiating 
x to a canonical form of t. If a suitable search strategy for the equality axioms Eq is 
used by an SLD refutation procedure, then we have a form of functional program- 
ming within logic programming. 
An interesting application that falls under this category is X-calculus and 
combinatory logic, suggested by O’Donnell [30]. X-calculus and combinatory logic 
can be defined in first-order equations by expressing functional abstraction and 
function application using, say, two binary-function symbols, and representing the 
conversion rules by means of equations. When this is combined with a mechanism 
for equational programming, we obtain the effect of “higher-order” functional 
programming. 
Another starting point, as explained at the end of Section 3, is the observation 
that unification can be replaced by equation solving by readmitting the equality 
relation in logic progr amming. This means to use SLD resolution for showing* 
EquEt=%‘, 
where E’ is a set of equations to be solved. If Eq = {x = x} and E is empty, then we 
have ordinary unification. If Eq is the set of equality axioms shown in [12], and E is 
empty, then we have the typical PROLOG unification without the “occurs” check. 
If Eq is the standard set of equality axioms and E is not empty, the problem is one 
of extended unification(Fages and Huet [13], Huet and Oppen [21], Hullot [23], 
Jouannaud et al. [25], Kirchner [26], Siekmann and Szabo [37]). 
Equation solving can be incorporated into SLD resolution for Horn clauses, 
following the description in [12]. The homogeneous form of a clause 
PO I,..., fn)+Bw..,&,, 
is 
P(X I ,..., x,)+xl=tl ,..., x,=t,, B, ,..., B,,,, 
where xi,. . . , x, are n different variables not occurring in the original clause. The 
homogeneous form of a logic program is the set of homogeneous forms of its 
clauses. 
*We express the universal and existential closure of a se@mce by prefixing V and 3 respectively. 
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Example 5. I. Let 
P = {leq(O, u) + 
, les(4u), s(u)) + leq(u, u) 
> 
be a logic program defining the relation less than or equal to. Its homogeneous form 
is 
P’= {leq(x,y)+x=O, y=u 




In the derivations from P’ u {G}, where P’ is the homogeneous form of a logic 
program P and G is a goal clause + g,, . . ., g,, each derived goal clause has 
equations in it. The solving of these equations e, i.e., finding a substitution u such 
that 
EqUE!=Vea, 
is done by resolution between a set Eq of equality axioms and a set E of equations. 
When a refutation procedure always selects an atom which is not an equation, a 
goal clause containing only equations may finally be derived. The set E’ of equations 
in this clause has the property that its solution 0 (if it exists) refutes, i.e., if 
then 
EquEuP’U { -V(glA ... Ag,)6) 
is unsatisfiable. Hence an answer substitution 8 of a refutation of Eq U E U P’ U {G } 
is justified by 
EZquEuP’kV(g,r\ ... r\g,)8. 
Example 5.2. Suppose that we have the set Eq of equality axioms and the set E of 
equations in Example 3.1 and the logic program P’ in Example 5.1. The following is 
an SLD derivation for Eq u E u P’ u { 
goal clause containing only equations. 
+ leq(s3(x), s(y) + s(z))} that derives a 
+- leq(s’(x), S(Y) + s(z)) 
(91 
+ s3(x) = s(ur), S(Y) + s(z) = s(Q, leq(u,, ui) 
(2) I 
+- S3(x> =s(Q, s(Y) + s(z) = s(q), u1 = 4u2), u1 = s(r+), leq(u,, u2) 
4 
+ s3(x) = s(uJ, S(Y) + s(z) =s(aJ, u1= 424, Ul = S(Q), 
u2 = s(+), u2 = s(+), leq(+, us) 
(l)I 
+ SYX) = s(uJ, S(Y) + s(r) = S(Ui), ut = 424, Ul = s(uz), 
242 = s( u3), u* = s( ur), 243 = 0, u3 = u, 
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In the next stage, these equations are solved. 
+ s3(x) = S(Ui), s(y) + s(z) = S(Ui), Ui = s(u*), ui = s(uz), 
242 = s( us), u2 = s( u,), U3 = 0, us = uq 
(Eqi)l( u,/s*(x)l (reflexivity) 
+ S(Y) + s(z) = s(q), ax) = S(%), u1= S(Q), 
u* = s( Uj), u* = s( u,), 2.43 = 0, uj = cl, 
052) I{ UI/Y + s(z)) 
+ s2(x) = 424, y + s(z) = s(u2), u2 = s(u3), u2 = s(u3), 2.43 = 0, cl3 = u4 
O-wlI %/dX)l 
+ y + s(z) = s( u2), s(x) = s( u,), u2 = s( u,), 243 = 0, u3 = u, 
(El) )I Y/R z/e 1 
+- s(x) = s( u,), u2 = s( ug), u3 = 0, u3 = uq 
vwlc x/u3 1 
+ U2 = s(u3), u3 = 0, u3 = u, 
mll~~h/w) 
+ U3 = 0, u3 = u, 
(%lj( u,/Ol 
+- u3 = uq 
(E@)l( Quq 1 
t $9 Y/O, Z/4%)1 
We have an answer leq(s3(0), s(O) + s2(u,)), which is justified by 
EqUEUP’FVu,.leq(s3(0),s(0)+s2(u,)). 
In the example above we show an SLD derivation that derives a goal clause 
containing only equations, which turns out to be solvable. Even if a goal clause can 
be derived which contains only solvable equations, it is in general difficult for an 
SLD-refutation procedure to actually derive such a goal. And if such a goal cannot 
be derived, the SLD-refutation procedure should detect that fact as early as 
possible. One generally good way to do it is to try to solve equations before 
nonequational atoms at each step of the derivation. 
This paper is concerned with the problem stated in the second paragraph of this 
section: the use of SLD resolution from equality axioms to obtain the effect of 
functional programming. Our final goal is a system in which this is amalgamated 
with logic programming via the process of equation solving. This paper is therefore 
a consequence of allowing equality theories in [12] to include “programs in 
equational logic” in the sense of Goguen et al. [17,15] and of O’Donnell [30]. 
We observed in Example 3.1 that the SLD-search space of an equational program 
is large. Examining the SLD refutation shown there, however, we see that the 
following search strategy always finds a canonical form of a ground term, if the set 
of equations can be regarded as a Noetherian term rewriting system. The strategy 
repeats the two steps (1) and (2) until the empty clause is derived (this strategy is in 
fact used by the PROLOG interpreter executing Eq’ in Section 6.): 
(1) Check if the left-hand side of the leftmost goal is canonical. If it is, resolve 
the goal with the reflexivity axiom, and go to (1); otherwise resolve the goal 
with the transitivity axiom. 
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(2) If possible, resolve the leftmost goal with one of the equations. If not, resolve 
it with a substitutivity axiom. 
Adopting this strategy, we integrate logic programming and equational program- 
ming as practically as any other method based on term rewriting systems does. Note 
that s(x) + y is reduced in the same way as s(O) + y, instantiating x to 0 and giving 
the result s(y). Since we regard equations as a special case of Horn clauses and use 
SLD resolution, the variables in our approach to functional programming are the 
variables of logic. 
We propose two approaches to performing equational rewriting using SLD 
resolution. One is to use as logic program a set of suitably chosen logical conse- 
quences of the standard equality axioms. These consequences are chosen to result in 
a small SLD-search space. We call this the interpretational approach. The other is to 
logically derive a theory which is equality-free, hence more tractable to SLD 
resolution. This we call the compilational approach. Our logic program for reducing 
terms (in the interpretational approach) and translations (in the compilational 
approach) give the effect of narrowing when a term to be reduced contains variables. 
Tamaki’s approach [40] and ours are similar in that both use a set of equality 
axioms. A difference is that in Tamaki’s approach, nested terms are flattened, much 
as we do in the compilational approach, so that the resulting clauses are a logical 
consequence of the original clauses plus the equality axioms, and only the reflexivity 
axiom is needed for reduction. He does not, however, present any strategies for 
computing with the flattened clauses. 
6. THE INTERPRETATIONAL APPROACH 
In this section we present a logic program for reducing terms. We assume the 
standard equality axioms Eq: 
Eq= {x=x+- (Eql) 
) x=y+y=x (Ed 
) x=z+x=y, y=z Ow 
9 fb 1, . . . . x,,)=f(y, v... ,Yn,)+X1=Y1,...,X “I =y “f (Ed 
(Eq4) is included for all function symbols f. 
We observed in Example 3.1 that, to reduce a term to its canonical form, an 
SLD-refutation procedure needs to make the right choice of applying the transitivity 
axiom or one of the equations or the substitutivity axiom, ending with the reflexivity 
axiom when the term has been reduced to its canonical form. These choices are the 
control actions making it possible to navigate through the large search space of SLD 
resolution for the standard equality axioms and the equations. 
How to implement this navigation? One possibility is to express the required 
control as a logic program and to impose it on the standard equality axioms and the 
equations. We prefer to adopt a different approach, which we regard as being more 
in spirit of logic programmin g. Logic programming can be regarded as the stating of 
useful truths about the relations we want to compute. Here “useful” really should 
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be “SLD-useful”, meaning that the search space for SLD resolution is small. This 
smallness then guarantees efficiency, while the truth of the stated clauses guarantees 
correctness of answers. 
In the following program Eq’, the predicates eq, and eq, denote the same 
relation as = . Hence its clauses are justified by the standard equality axioms. The 
clauses themselves and their order are chosen so that the PROLOG interpreter finds 
a desired SLD refutation that would have to be found by controlled navigation if 
the equations were supplemented with the standard equality axioms. In Eq’ the 
predicate “canonical” is true of ground canonical terms. 
Eq’ = {eq,(x, x) + canonical(x) (Eq’I) 
, eq,(x, z) + not canonkJ (x), eq,(x, Y), eq,(y, z> (‘%“4 
7 eqh, A +X=Y (‘3’3) 
9 eq, f(q,..., ( XJ’fh-..~ Yn,,) + (EC) 
4-s ~lL+h(xn,~ Y,,) 
1. 
(Eq’4) is included for all nonconstant function symbols f. (Eq’l) corresponds to the 
reflexivity axiom; (Eq’2) corresponds to the transitivity axiom; (Eq’3) corresponds 
to the use of one of the equations; (Eq’4) corresponds to the substitutivity axiom. 
If an SLD-refutation procedure uses (Eq’4) first whenever one of the arguments 
of f is noncanonical, it gives the effect of the innermost reduction (also called the 
applicative order reduction). Here, since the arguments of a term t are reduced 
before t is reduced, any argument is reduced only once. If an SLD-refutation 
procedure always uses (Eq’3) first, we have another reduction rule (not, however, 
normal order). Insofar as a canonical term rewriting system is assumed, both 
methods reduce a ground term to its unique canonical form, except that the 
innermost reduction can be faster because it avoids recomputation of identical 
subexpressions. 
To prove the correctness of Eq’, our starting point is that the intended interpreta- 
tion of eq, and eq, is the equality relation. We express this by the following 
sentences: 
vxVy.eq,(x, r) ex=y, (i) 
VxV’y.eq,(x,y)ox=y. (ii> 
We prove that Eq u E together with (i) and (ii) logically implies Eq’ U E, where E is 
a set of equations. It is then guaranteed that Eq’ U E is partially correct with respect 
to the equations E plus the standard equality axioms Eq regarded as a specification 
of the equality relation. 
Theorem 6.1. Let E be a set of equations. Then 
EquEu {(i)} U {(ii)} kEq’uE. 
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove that each clause in Eq’ is logically implied by 
Eq U E U {(i)} U {(ii)}. (Eq’l) is logically implied by (Eql) and (i). (Eq’2) is logi- 
cally implied by (Eq3), (i), and (ii). (Eq’3) is logically implied by (ii). (Eq’4) is 
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logically implied by (Eq4), (i), and (ii). Thus the theorem holds. q 
This theorem guarantees that a computed answer of Eq’ U E is correct with 
respect to the intended interpretation of “eq,(x, y)” as the equality relation. We 
next prove that execution of Eq’ U E by the PROLOG interpreter educes a ground 
term to its canonical form with only trivial search. 
Theorem 6.2. Let E be a finite Noetherian term rewriting system. The PROLOG 
interpreter finds as first SLD-refutation of Eq’ U E U { +- eq,(t, x)}, where t is a 
ground term, one that instantiates x to a canonical form of t. Moreover, all the 
failed branches constructed by the PROLOG interpreter in the course of finding that 
SLD refutation are caused by failure of the canonicality test (Eq’l) or nonexistence 
of matching equations (Eq’3). The length of any failed branch constructed by the 
PROLOG interpreter is one. 
PROOF. We assign to each ground term t a natural number by the following 
function I_Y: 
a(t) = the sum of the numbers of steps of all the possible reduction sequences of 
t plus the sum of the heights of all the terms appearing in those reduction 
sequences.3 
Since E is finite and Noetherian, the function (Y is well defined, i.e., every ground 
term is assigned a unique natural number. 
We now prove the theorem by induction on a(t). 
Basis: If a(t) = 0, t is a constant canonical term. By (Eq’l), x is instantiated to 
t. There are no failed branches. 
Induction step: Suppose that the theorem holds for all terms t such that a(t) < m. 
Consider a term t such that a(t) = m. If t is canonical, then by (Eq’l) x is 
instantiated to t. No failed branches are constructed. If t is not canonical, then by 
(Eq’2) the PROLOG interpreter tries to solve 
+ eq,(t, AeqAy, x>, 
after failing the canonicality test and constructing a failed branch of length one. 
Suppose that t unifies with the left-hand side of an equation M = N by a most 
general unifier B (1 is MB). By (Eq’3), the next goal to be solved is 
+ eq,(Ne, x). 
Clearly a( NB) < a(t) because t has now reduced to N8. By the induction hypothe- 
sis, the PROLOG interpreter instantiates x to a canonical form of NB, i.e., of t, and 
all the failed branches constructed in that process satisfy the condition stated in the 
theorem. Thus the induction step is checked for the case where t unifies with the 
left-hand side of an equation. 
Suppose that t does not unify with any left-hand side. By (Eq’4), the next goal is 
derived [letting t be f( t,, . . _ , t,)]: 
+eql(tlyy,),..., 4tnT yJ,4f(yl,..., YA x1 
3The height of a term t, h(t), is defined as follows. For a constant symbol c, h(c) = 0. Then 
h(f(t,,...,t,))=[max,.,..h(ri)l+l. 
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after constructing a failed branch of length one. Clearly, (a < u(t) for all 
1 I i I n. By the induction hypothesis, each yj is instantiated to a canonical form ui 
of t;, and all the failed branches constructed in that process satisfy the condition 
stated in the theorem. Hence the next goal to be solved is: 
+eqI(f(uI,..., un),x>. (a) 
Since t is noncanonical and irreducible at the top level, at least one t, is noncanoni- 
cal; hence at least one u, differs from t;. Thus f( t,, . . . , t,) requires at least one step 
to reduce to f( uI, . . . , un), implying that a(f(~I,. . . , u,)) -c a(f(tl,. . . , t,)). By the 
induction hypothesis, solving (a) instantiates x to a canonical form of f( uI, . . . , u,,), 
i.e., of t, and all the failed branches constructed in that process satisfy the condition 
stated in the theorem. This completes the induction step. Thus the theorem holds. 
0 
The following theorem says that the search space contains no refutations yielding 
useless answers. 
Theorem 6.3. Let E be a term rewriting system. Let R be the computation rule used by 
the PROLOG interpreter, i.e., the one which always selects the leftmost atom. Then 
every SLD rqfutation of Eq’ U E U { + eq,(t, x)} via R, where t is a ground term, 
instantiates x to a canonical form oft. 
PROOF. We prove the theorem by induction on the length of an SLD refutation of 
Eq’ u E U { + eq,(t, x)} via R, where t is a ground term. 
Basis: Suppose that the length of an SLD refutation of Eq’ U E U { + eq,(t, x)} 
via R is two. Then t must already be canonical and the input clause must be (Eq’l). 
Clearly x is instantiated to t. 
Induction step: Suppose that the theorem holds for all SLD refutations of 
Eq’ u E U { +- eqI(t, x)} via R, where t is ground, whose lengths are less than m. 
Consider an SLD refutation REF whose length is m, m 2 3. The first input clause 
must be (Eq’2). So the following goal clause appears in RFF: 
+ eq,(r, y),eqI(y, x). 
Case 1: Suppose that the next input clause is (Eq’3). Then t must unify with the 
left-hand side of an equation M = N by a unifier 13 (t is Me). Thus the following 
goal appears in REF: 
+ eqI(Nd, x>. 
The rest of REF starting from this goal is an SLD refutation whose length is less than 
m. By the induction hypothesis, x is instantiated to a canonical form of N8, i.e., 
of t. 
Case 2: Suppose that the next input clause is (Eq’4). The next goal is [letting t be 
f(t 1,. . .Y t,>l 
+ eq,(t,, YA,..., eql(tnY yJ7eq1(f(y,~...~ y,>,x>. 
Since RFF is an SLD refutation, the part of REF which solves + eq,(t,, y,), 1 I i I n, 
can be regarded as an independent SLD refutation whose length is less than m. By 
the induction hypothesis, each y, is instantiated to a canonical form u, of t;. Hence 
the next goal in REF is 
teq,(ftu,,...,u,),x). 
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The rest of REF starting from this goal is an SLD refutation whose length is less than 
m. By the induction hypothesis, x is instantiated to a canonical form of f( ul,. . . , u,), 
i.e., of t. 0 
The interpretational approach described in this section harnesses SLD resolution 
to the purpose of equational rewriting. We believe that a PROLOG processor can 
be modified to incorporate the effect of executing Eq’ as a logic program. As a first 
step towards this goal, a prototype extension to PROLOG has been built which 
executes as a PROLOG program an optimized version of Eq’. This system, de- 
scribed in [5], is called AP, for “assertional programming”. Our experience with AP 
suggests that this approach gives the programmer a power going beyond both LISP 
and PROLOG. 
7. THE COMPILATIONAL APPROACH 
In this section we present an improved version of the translation method of van 
Emden and Maibaum [ll] and a proof of correctness, with respect to model-theo- 
retic and operational semantics. The method translates a set E of equations into a 
set P of Horn clauses and a term t to be reduced (or to be narrowed if it contains 
variables) into a goal clause + G. Here P and +- G are translations of E and 1 in 
the following sense: 
(1) P and E are logically equivalent o each other when augmented with some 
auxiliary clauses relating functions and their relational form. 
(2) If E can be regarded as a Noetherian term rewriting system and t is a ground 
term all of whose canonical forms are strongly canonical (see below), then 
PROLOG finds a refutation of P U { t G} and gives an answer substitution 
from which a canonical form of t can be extracted. 
To characterize the class of sets of equations translatable by the van Emden- 
Maibaum translation method,4 we first define the constructor symbols and defined 
symbols. 
Definition 7.1. Let Z be the set of function symbols in an equational theory E. An 
n-place function symbol f in Z (n 2 0) is a dejned symbol iff it appears as the 
outermost function symbol of the left-hand side of an equation; otherwise it is a 
constructor symbol. 
To characterize the class of terms whose canonical forms are obtainable by 
execution of translations, we next define weakly and strongly E-canonical terms. 
Definition 7.2. An E-canonical term is weak& E-canonical iff it contains a defined 
symbol. An E-canonical term is strongly E-canonical iff it contains no defined 
symbols. 
4 Hereafter referred to as vEM. 
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Example 7.1. Consider the set E of equations: 
E= {0+x=x+ 
9 s(x) +y=s(x+y) + 
, length(ni1) = 0 + 
, length(cons(x, v)) = s(length( y)) + 
1. 
Here “O”, “s”, “nil”, and “cons” are the constructor symbols; “+” and “length” 
are the defined symbols. Examples of weakly E-canonical terms are “nil + nil” and 
“ length( s(O))“. Examples of strongly E-canonical terms are “s(s(0))” and 
“cons(s(s(O)), nil)“. 
The class of sets of equations translatable by vEM is then characterized by the 
following condition: 
each equation is of the form f( t,, . . . , t,) = t, where no defined symbols occur in 
any of t,, . . . , t,. 
As usual in logic programming, constructor symbols are used to name data 
constructors. To compute functions, defined symbols are used. The terms “construc- 
tor symbol” and “defined symbol” are used by B’Donnell [30], who calls the 
condition above the “constructor discipline”. 
For each n-place defined symbol f occurring in a set of equations, vEM 
introduces an (n + 1)-place predicate F and a sentence 
vx, *** vx,. f(x,, . . ., x,) =x0 * F(x,, x1,. .., x,). (4 
For quick reference, we will call a sentence of the form (a) the dejhitional sentence 
of f. 
Each equation is translated into a clause according to the following rules. Note 
that constant symbols are treated as O-place function symbols. Let the equation e to 
be translated be f (t,, . . . , t,) = t. 
Step 1. Rewrite e to 
F(t, tt,..., t,) + , 
where F is the predicate in the definitional sentence of f. By the constructor 
discipline, only t can contain defined symbols. These are eliminated in the 
following steps. 
Step 2. Let 
F(t, t, ,..., t,) +I$ ,..., B,,, 
be a clause resulting from a translation. Let g(S) be an occurrence of a term in 
t such that g is an outermost defined symbol in t. Rewrite the above clause to 
F(t’, t,, . . . ,+- G(x,~),%...,%, 
where t’ is obtained from t by replacing g(S) by a new variable x, and G is 
the predicate in the definitional sentence of g. Repeat this step until no more 
defined symbols remain in the conclusion. 
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Step 3. Let 
P+- B1,..., B, 
be a clause resulting from a translation. Let h(U) be an occurrence of a term 
in B, such that h is an outermost defined symbol in B,. Rewrite the above 
clause to 
P+H(y,C), B, ,..., B; ,..., B,, 
where B; is obtained from B, by replacing h(u) by a new variable y, and H 
is the predicate in the definitional sentence of h. Repeat this step until no 
more defined symbols remain. This is the end of Step 3. 
The task of reducing or narrowing a term t is expressed as the goal + t = x, 
where x is a variable not occurring in t. This goal is then translated according to the 
following rules. To be translatable, either t’s outermost function symbol must be a 
defined symbol or it must not contain any defined symbols. If t contains no defined 
symbols, its translation is the empty clause q . Otherwise, the outermost function 
symbol of t must be a defined symbol, and a translation is obtained by performing 
the following steps. Let t be f(tl,. . . , t,). 
Step I. Translate + t = x to 
+~(x,tl,‘.‘,tJ, 
where F is the predicate in the definitional sentence of f. 
Step 2. Perform step 3 of the translation rule for equations on the result of 
step 1. 
Example 7.2. We show how the following set of equations is translated: 
E={O+x=x+ (El) 
) s(x)+y=s(x+y)+ 032) 
,0Xx=0+ (E3) 
9 s(x)Xy=xXy+y+ (W 
Here the constructor symbols are “0” and “s “; the defined symbols are “ + ” and 
“ X “. The set I of definitional sentences is 
r= {vxvyvz.z=x+y - plus(z,x,y) 
VxVyVz . z = x X y - times( z, x, y) 
;. 
Step 1: As the translations of (El), (E2), (E3), and (E4) we get 
Plus(x,O, x> + 3 
PlUS(4X +_Y), 44, v) + 9 
times(O, 0, x) + , 
times(x Xy +y, s(x), y) + . 
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Step 2: (2) is translated into 
plus(44,44, Y> + plusk x, Y). 
(4) is translated into 
times(z, s(x), y) + plus(z, x Xy, y). 
We are done with (5). 
Step 3: (6) is translated into 
times(z, s(x), y) + times(u, x, y),plus(z, 2.4, y). 
We therefore get as translation the following logic program: 
P = {plus(x,O, x) + 
> Plus(+), 44, Y) + PWZ, x, Y) 
, times(O,O, x) + 
times(z, s(x), y) + times(u, x, y), plus(z, U, y) 
;. 
Suppose that the term t to be narrowed is s(O) X x + 0. 
Step 1: + t = y is translated into 
.i- plus(y, s(0) x x,0). 
Step 2: The above clause is translated into: 




An answer substitution for x and y is what we would get by narrowing t. This 
concludes Example 7.2. 
Next we prove the correctness of vEM. Our major theorems are Theorem 7.2 and 
Theorem 7.4. In what follows Eq is the standard set of equality axioms including the 
substitutivity axiom for predicates. 
Theorem 7.1. If an equation e is translated into the clause S, then r U Eq k (e CJ S) 
(hence {e}UrUEqkS and {S}UI’UEqke), where r is the set of de$ni- 
tional sentences. 
PROOF. We use the fact that 
Eq+‘P( . . . . t ,... )M(P( . . . . x ,... )+x=t)], (9 
Eqt=[V(A+P( . . . . t ,... ))*V(A+x=tAP( . . . . x ,... ))]. (ii) 
We prove the theorem by showing that each step of the translation process preserves 
equivalence. 
Step 1: Clearly 
rt= [vf(b..., t,) = t * VF( t, t,, . . . ) t,)] . 
Step 2: By (i) 
EquI-!= [v(F(...g(s)...)+B,A ... AB,)O 
V(F(...x... ) + G(x, ;) A B, A . *. A&)]. 
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Step 3: By (ii) 
Equrt= [V(P+ .+. ~&(...h(iI)...) A . ..) e 
V(P+H(y,ii)r\ *** AB,(...y...)A .**)I. 0 
We can prove a similar result for the translation of goal statements. 
Theorem 7.1 a. 
ruEqt= [V-(t=x)=+((B,A 0.. A&)], 
where - t = x is a goal statement to be translated, t is not strongly canonical, and 
- (B, A -.. A B,,) is its translation. 
Theorem 7.2. Let E be a set of equations, P its translation, r the set of definitional 
sentences of the function symbols occurring in E. Then r U Eq k (P CJ E) (hence 
EuI’uEqkPandPurUEqt=E). 
PROOF. Obvious from Theorem 7.1. q 
Theorem 7.2 shows that an answer correct with respect to the logic program is 
correct also with respect o the equations and vice versa. This can be regarded as the 
semantical correctness of the translation. but we also need the assurance that SLD 
resolution gives a result from the translation whenever narrowing produces a result 
from the original equations. The remainder of this section is devoted to this 
operational aspect of correctness. 
Lemma 7.1. Let 
f(t l,...,tn)=t, n 2 0, 
be an equation, and 
P(u,, ul,..., un) *Al,..., A,,, 
its translation. Then for all 1 < i I n, tj and ui are the same terms. 
PROOF. Obvious from the translation rule and our assumption that t,, . . . , t, contain 
no defined symbols. III 
Theorem 7.3. Let E be a term rewriting system satisfying the constructor discipline. 
Let M be a term in which h(u) occurs, where h is a defined symbol and ii contains 
no dejined symbols (M and h (ii) may be nonground ). Let 
+H(x, ii), B, ,..., B, 
be a translation of any subterm of M in which h(E) occurs. Suppose that there is a 
variant h(S) = s of an equation in E such that it has no variables in common with 
M, and let 
H(s,,+A,,..., A,,, 
be a translation of h (S) = s (we can use the same S because of Lemma 7.1). Suppose 
moreover that H(x, ii) and H(s,, S) are unifiable by a unifier 8. Then there is a 
term N such that M =)E N and 
+- (Al,..., A,, Bz,..., BE)@ 
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h( 
translation 
translation or any subterm of M 
in which h(C) occws 
/ ’ 
M~...h(ii)... -+ + H(z, ii), B,, . . . . B. 
--I narrowing derivation 
FIGURE 1. Correspondence b - 
tween narrowing and derivation. 
translation of some subterm or N 
in which SO occurs 
N+...s...)B > + (A,, . . . . A,,,, 4, ...I B,)@ 
is a translation of some subterm of N. Figure 1 may help to visualize the situation. 
(Note that we defined the empty clause 17 as the translation of a term not containing 
any deJined symbols.) 
PROOF. Let N be the term obtained from MB by replacing an occurrence of 
(h(E))/3 by st9. Since 8 is a unifier of H(x, U) and H(s,-,, S), it is a unifier of h(C) 
and h(s) as well. Thus, by definition, M jE N. Since an occurrence of (h(E))@ is 
replaced by se in Mf3, 
t(A1,...,A,,BZ,...,B”)e 
is a translation of some subterm of N in which s0 occurs. 0 
Theorem 7.4. Let E be a set of equations uch that 
(1) E can be regarded as a Noetherian term rewriting system, 
(2) each equation in E is of the form f(tt, . . . , t,) = t, where no dejined symbols 
occur in any oft,, . . . , t,. 
Let P be a translation of E. Let t be a ground term whose outermost function symbol is 
a deJined symbol, and let + G be a translation of + t = x. Suppose also that all 
canonical forms of t are strongly canonical. Let R be the computation rule used by the 
PROLOG interpreter, i.e., the one which always selects the leftmost atom in a goal 
clause. Then, in the SLD tree for P U { + G } via R, 
(1) there are no failed derivations, 
(2) there are no infinite derivations, 
(3) every refutation instantiates x to a canonical form oft. 
PROOF. Suppose that there is an infinite SLD derivation of P U { + G}. Then, by 
Theorem 7.3, there is an infinite reduction sequence starting from t. This contradicts 
the Noetherian property of E. Hence there are no infinite derivations of P U { + G}. 
Suppose that a derivation fails at the goal 
Then there is no clause for H whose conclusion unifies with H( y, ii). This implies 
that there is no equation for h matching h(u), where h is the defined symbol 
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corresponding to H. By Theorem 7.3 and the translation rule, a derivation corre- 
sponds to a certain innermost reduction sequence. So all terms in U are already 
canonical, and h(U) is canonical. Hence the defined symbol h appears in a 
canonical form of t, which contradicts the assumption that all canonical forms of t 
are strongly canonical. Therefore the derivation can be extended to an SLD 
refutation. 
By the translation rule, the first argument of the last atom of + G is the variable 
x. By Theorem 7.3 and the translation rule, the leftmost atom H(y, U) of a goal 
clause in a derivation is always such that all terms in U are ground, and solving the 
atom H( y, ti) gives the effect of reducing a subterm h(u) to one of its canonical 
forms by instantiating y to it. Thus solving the last atom of +-- G reduces t to a 
canonical form and instantiates x to it. q 
Example 7.3. Shown below is a leftmost-innermost narrowing sequence of 
s(s(u)) + u X s(w) and the corresponding SLD refutation, assuming the set of 
equations E and its translation P in Example 7.2. 
S(S(U)) + u x s(w) =E 
{ u/o} by (E3) 
s(s(u))+o -E 
by 03) 
s(s(u) + O) =E 
by 054 
dd” + O)) *E 
{ u/o} by (El) 
440)) 
{u/O, u/O) 
+- times(y, 4 s(w)),pWx, s(s(u)), Y) 
(w>Ym 
+ PWX, s(s(u)), 0) 
{X/S(%)1 
+ PWX,, s(u),O) 
(w4w 
+ PWX,, 40) 
I( U/O> .WOl 
{u/O, u70. x/440)), Y/O} 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The amalgamation of functional and relational programming is an important topic: 
for 12 of our references it is the main topic. Both functions and relations are 
important tools for the programmer. LISP shows how much can be done with 
functions. The ubiquitous use of relational databases underscores the importance of 
relations as a computer formalism. A striking feature of PROLOG is that it has 
extended the applicability of the relational formalism far beyond what could be 
expected from the experience with relational databases. In fact, PROLOG has 
become a serious alternative to LISP as a tool for the recursive definition of 
list-based functions. 
Still, PROLOG does not completely subsume LISP: the relational basis of 
PROLOG makes many important applications unacceptably awkward. So far logic 
programming, via PROLOG, has only been relation-based. In this paper we show 
that logic programming need not be thus restricted-that the basic mechanisms of 
logic programming can be extended to include functional programming. 
There are two main bases to functional programming: lambda calculus and 
first-order equations. The latter, being formulas of fist-order predicate logic, are 
better suited for amalgamation of functional and relational programming. In fact, 
all proposals for amalgamation that we know of (except LOGLISP) use equations as 
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the basis for functional programming. Most of these treat functional programming 
as a branch of logic programming: results are derived from the equations by logical 
inference. And this inference rule is narrowing, in the overwhelming majority of 
cases [9,10,14,18,32,39]. 
Apparently narrowing plays a crucial role in much of the work on amalgamation. 
Yet we know of no implementation of narrowing that is as well developed 
practically as the SLD resolution that is the basis for PROLOG. In fact, we 
conjecture that improvement in the implementation of narrowing will use PROLOG 
implementation techniques. If, as is quite possible, these techniques are not actually 
studied, we believe it likely that implementors of narrowing are still forced to 
reinvent PROLOG techniques because, like SLD resolution, narrowing requires 
nondeterminsitc hoices to be made. 
We believe, however, that the problem of implementing narrowing is better 
avoided than solved. In our paper we show that SLD resolution can be used for the 
same purposes as narrowing. We thereby obtain not only a better implementation 
than is currently possible with narrowing, but we also obtain a more complete 
amalgamation: one inference system serves the purposes of both functional and 
relational programming. 
We thank Randy Goebel and Joseph Goguen for helpful comments on an earlier draft of this paper. We 
also thank three anonymous referees for pointing out technical errors and suggesting improvements. We 
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